
Originally aired on Automotive News, Car Wars' Cassie Broemmer and 
Capistrano Valley Toyota's Brendan Harrington give an in-depth look at how 
to properly leverage the phone in EVERY department to achieve optimal 
outcomes for your dealership. You'll walk away with proven phone 
techniques used by top dealerships to boost ROI in more than just Sales.

[ON-DEMAND] Why Poor Phone Processes are 
Sabotaging Growth in Every Department

Car Wars adds Carrier Registration to its 
suite of intelligent phone solutions as 
part of its ongoing efforts to improve 
connectivity and reduce the risk of 
outbound calls marked as spam. Carrier 
Registration authenticates outbound 
caller ID numbers across major 
carriers to reduce call blocking and 
tagging of outbound calls.

CHECK IT OUT

[NEW] Carrier Registration to 
Combat Outbound Spam

WATCH NOW

Too often, Sales and Service are operating with an immense blind spot — the 
phone. Demo our comprehensive call tracking and phone handling solution 
by August 31st, 2021 to receive a $50 Amazon.com Gift Card PLUS a 
chance to win Apple Airpods® — just for talking to us!

[PROMO] Demo Car Wars — Get a $50 Gift Card

GET A DEMO

[E-BOOK] How to Combat 
Inbound & Outbound Spam 

Download the exclusive guide to 
combating spam at your dealership. 
Discover specific methods to combat 
inbound spam, proven strategies to 
reduce your risk of getting flagged as 
"scam likely" when calling customers, 
and a FREE checklist to help apply Car 
Wars' spam prevention tactics!

DOWNLOAD

"Engagement with my staff and 
customers sends the right message of 
how important this business is to me. 
The more the clients and your team 
see you, it communicates you’re 
invested in the success of your team 
and dealership, and ultimately, get their 
buy-in. " 

READ MORE

[DEALER SPOTLIGHT] 
Volkswagen of Downtown LA 

When the chips are down, win with Car 
Wars Service. Top-performing dealers 
make sure every single phone call to 
Fixed Ops is connected to someone 
who can help and salvage calls that 
didn't connect. Discover how Car Wars 
can help you boost CSI and capture more 
revenue on the phone in your Service 
Department!

LEARN MORE

[DEMO] Car Wars Service 
Missed Opportunity Alerts

Want to learn more about Car Wars?
Click below to schedule a conversation 

with a Car Wars expert.

Do you follow Car Wars on social media?
Give us a like on LinkedIn, Facebook, or 

Instagram to stay up to date.

SCHEDULE A CALL

FIND MORE IN THE CAR WARS RESOURCE HUB
CRISP QUARTERLY MAGAZINE | WEBINARS | FEATURE UPDATES | TIPS

VISIT THE RESOURCE HUB
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